
MISSION #GODmoment: PATCH EARNING GAME BOARD 
Summer 2020 is a board game curriculum adapted from P.R.A.Y. Patch Series.  If you are 
not familiar with the P.R.A.Y series, it is used in partnership with the Boy Scouts of America and the 
Girls Scouts of the USA to earn badges in areas that help you become closer to God. The P.R.A.Y 
Patch Series is designed to help families, Sunday school classes, and scouting groups get into 

the Bible and is a series for people of all ages (school age and up). 

How does it work? 
Each patch in this series focuses on a simple object (i.e. water, birds, books, etc.) and includes 3 
Bible stories that feature that object. Each Bible story will require participants to Read the passage, 
Picture the story to answer questions, Ponder its meaning, and choose an activity or Act. 

Patch game boards are independent study units that are ment to be done as a individual or family 
unit. Game Boards will be sent out each week via the ALL CHURCH SCHOOL email list.    When 
each participant Uploads the required information requested while playing the game, they will earn a 
patch for that simple object. Mrs. Crandell will keep track of each participants earned patches and will 
deliver the patches directly to your home. 

Each game board will have a START, FINISH and ARROWS to follow and lead each participant 
successfully around the board.  Every box contains and action word and directions with links to 
successfully perform the action.  Upon arrival at the finish line each participant will have completed 
the work to have earned that specific patch.  Mrs. Crandell’s way of keeping track of your success will 
be by viewing your completed UPLOAD picture and Dear God Ponder letter into the provided and 
LINKED GOOGLE SLIDE. 

The Patches- (Trees and Holes patch not pictured) 

 
Is there Summer Sunday School? 
YES, but it will be VIRTUAL every Sunday throughout the summer. A Zoom link will be sent to you on 
the Saturday before. Miss Toni and a Church School Volunteer Teacher will lead a quick 20-30 min 
class that will include music time, faithful fitness movement, and activities to introduce the patch of the 
week and an explanation of the game board.  The game board will be sent via email. 



	


